GUIDE THEM TO LEARN - CURIOSITY AND PARTICIPATION GRADE

REAL WORLD

EAGER! - TEXTING OR VIDEOING IT

AWESOME - NO MORE DISMAL SCIENCE

TRUST YOU - YOU CAN BE A CLOWN TOO

DO STUFF!
KARAOKE AND SUPPLY CURVE
(MATEER AND GEERLING)

- Start off with the highest amount they would sing at, go as low as you can until people drop out.
- Students can sing and make money.
- Change location - who would sing in prison, who would sing in their car - this shows shifts.
MATERIALS: HANDOUT OF SPREADSHEET FOR STUDENTS IN THE CLASS, SEVERAL VOLUNTEERS, LOTS OF PAPER, ONE DESK OR SMALL TABLE, SCISSORS AND STAPLER

THE BUSINESS IS MAKING PAPER CHAINS. THEY MUST RENT THE DESK, BUY THE TOOL, AND HIRE WORKERS. CONDUCT SEVERAL ROUNDS OF “MAKING CHAINS” (
CONDUCT SEVERAL ROUNDS, EACH WITH A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF WORKERS.

GIVE 2 MINUTES FOR PRODUCTION IN EACH ROUND.

GRAPH ATC, MC, AFC, AVC
HOW TO SHOW CHANGES IN EQUILIBRIUM - WHICH ONE WOULD YOU PICK? (CLAYTON AND LOGAN)
PRICE CEILING GAME (HAYDEN)

» PRICE CONTROLS AND ICE (CANDY)

» FIRST COME FIRST SERVED - DIFFERENT WAIT TIMES AND DIFFERENT NEEDS

» BIDDING SYSTEM
OTHER NEAT ACTIVITIES

► CREATE YOUR OWN CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (MALAKAR)
► PPF CAN GET YOU FIT (MATEER)
POLL EVERYWHERE

CREATE INSTANT REVIEW QUESTIONS
CREATE INSTANT ANONYMOUS FEEDBACK
EASY TO PUT INTO A POWERPOINT
ONLINE IMPLEMENTATION?

- Students record themselves for the noodle component.
- Students then use real article to show changes for homework.
- Using polling data to draw supply curves - sing karaoke!
- YOUR SUGGESTIONS?
THE MERRY GO ROUND HAS COME TO A STOP

LOVE TO HEAR WHAT PUTS THE SMILES ON YOUR STUDENTS FACES

BLYNCH@LAKELANDCOLLEGE.EDU